HPT METABOLIC DETOXIFICATION CLIENT STORIES!

Clients receive so many more benefits beyond the normal 5-6% body fat loss. Below are testimonials from
satisfied clients! WE WANT TO ADD YOUR SUCCESS STORY. Come join the over 400 detoxers now!
CLIENT STORIES
 Linda H. had her joint pain completely go away. (She had been doing 3 doses of ibuprofen daily for
over 15 years.) She also had her dermatitis go away. (She had this since childhood.)
 Ellen C . could smell for the first time in 18 years (combination of detox and the sauna).
 Steve K. dropped his cholesterol by 39% and his tryglycerids 61% with our detox program.
 Detian D. changed his body fat by 32% in just 3 weeks. (He went from 9 to 6% body fat.)
 Kelly M. actually had an aversion to meat and was battling stubborn body fat prior to detox (due to low
HCL and low Zinc); after a detox she met her fat loss goals, her energy increased dramatically, and she
craved meat.
 After improving Annie C's digestion with detox, she no longer had an aversion to eating meat.
 Elizabeth has spent $1000's in 9 months on a skin condition that went away by adding zinc to her diet.
 Trudy L. detoxes every time her hot flashes kick in.
 Victoria H. normalized her menstrual cycles for the first time in years!
 Chris P. discovered a number of food sensitivities doing detox—leading to more fat loss down the road!
 Steph D. believes the detox flushed out her system after chemo and has kept her cancer from
recurring.
 Tom G’s symptoms from ulceritive colitis completely disappeared with the detox.
 Hillary C., a diabetic, was able to significantly drop her insulin need with the detox.
 Derek R. kept all his weight off 1 year after a detox without any other nutrition coaching.
 Maddy K., after trying every weight loss program for 3 years, was able to lose 8 pounds.
 Sarah K., one of the spouses of a detox client sleeps better now—her husband stopped snoring!!
Can you imagine a life free from the health problems that plague you today. What would you do with the
extra time, energy, and money you now spend on these conditions? Bring your health problems to HPT, and
we will do our best to help you leave them at our door.
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